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Lavaloon th9 army comp

March 13, 2015 #1 Hey guys and girls of attack strategy forums! I know a lot of you have asked me in the past on my LavaLoonion guide thread to create in-depth guides for my favorite 3-star army th9 especially to attack. So I went and just did. The video will also break this down, but just so that we have everything in both the spaces I'll
include the soldiers you'll need here as well. It should work against most TH9 bases. And before you ask, I don't advocate luring clan castles on most bases before moving in. why? Because when using five lava hounds you can actually afford to eat them the brunt of cc damage. Puppies can help provide DPS for attack as you want them
to eventually die anyway. In addition, you don't have to worry about bunching minions on clan castle soldiers (which is one of the reasons to entice on the traditional Lavalonian/Balloon attack). Here are the soldiers you'll need. - 20 balloons - 4 lava hounds + 1 clan in the castle (preferably the maximum) that matter! Mantra:-4 See the
Holdback method of rage army deployment on trips to trace spells and raid planning that I describe in detail in the video. Enjoy and welcome feedback always! Https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhTgtbk-5gE other guides here on the forums: TH10 GoLava Three Star Guide TH10 2 Star LavaLoonion Guide Best TH10 War Bases **Edit
3.20** A more th9 LavaLoon episode featuring three star attacks, this time using charm. last edited by Ashline; March 21, 2015 at 02:25 pm. Don't be toxic! Leader of the Elite Nation Alliance YouTube channel - Clash with Ash YouTube Thread on forums Visit my website! www.clashwithash.com March 13, 2015 Hey great vid #2! Please
can you help me 3 star this base? The only thing, my clan mates can't give me a lava hound, but they can give me 6 bailons. What do you suggest with strategy? Many thanks! March 13, 2015 #3 Originally Posted by Magician 83 Hey Great vid! Please can you help me 3 star this base? The only thing, my clan mates can't give me a lava
hound, but they can give me 6 bailons. What do you suggest with strategy? Many thanks! This defense looks like a good HoLoWiWiWiWi or LoGoWiPe target instead of lavaloon directly because of the 'ring'. TH9. Level 87. Clan: TrailerParkboy . IGN: Luckyluk. Latest achievement: Will the new theme for TH11 defend against an L135
which 700mil GG originally posted by Altin? Frozen? electric? lightning? (Purple). I mean if its frozen we should just let it go. #4 March 13, 2015!!!! Some hogs entice CC Ks into his CC to 15 valks in Core Loon about him &gt;_&gt; Great guide march 13, 2015!!! Ash #5 &gt; How Goes Your Th9 War Base Video? March 13, 2015 Thanks
Wizard #6! As magic Said this base is a hard ring designed to send balloons due to a/or a ring. However you can still succeed in the 3 star Lavalon attack by spreading the loon and Wide, right off the bat targeting 3 of 4 air safety. You will send in hounds in a large semi circle covering 180 degrees of base from 3 a.m. to 9 p.m. Also be
sure to drop early 3 rages at entry points, 4 will be for center. Best wishes to you! I should mention that this strategy requires a little practice, so don't be disappointed if you fail for the first time. Originally posted by Wizard 83 Hey Great vid! Please can you help me 3 star this base? The only thing, my clan mates can't give me a lava hound,
but they can give me 6 bailons. What do you suggest with strategy? Many thanks! Don't be toxic! Leader of the Elite Nation Alliance YouTube channel - Clash with Ash YouTube Thread on forums Visit my website! Www.clashwithash.com March 13, 2015 Originally Posted by 3lorian Great Guide Ash#7!!! How goes your th9 war base
video? Thanks 3lorian! I shared some videos in my episode log before the effective layout. More on the way hope you enjoyed 3 star LavaLoon strategy. Don't be toxic! Leader of the Elite Nation Alliance YouTube channel - Clash with Ash YouTube Thread on forums Visit my website! March 13, 2015 www.clashwithash.com #8 originally
posted by Ashline Thanksgiving Wizard! As the Magic Master said this base is a hard one due to the ring designed to send balloons/balloons. While you may still be able to succeed in a 3-star LavaLoon attack by spreading loons and hounds wide, targeting 3 of 4 air defenses right off the bat. You will send in hounds in a large semi circle
covering 180 degrees of base from 3 a.m. to 9 p.m. Also be sure to drop early 3 rages at entry points, 4 will be for center. Best wishes to you! I should mention that this strategy requires a little practice, so don't be disappointed if you fail for the first time. Thanks for the suggestions! Unfortunately, only one star ... I don't know what my finger
was thinking, but I was wrong anyway to waste a rage spell in an empty field, he was the 5th Level 6 magician that quickly killed my cavs and my ballons.. । I will certainly have to learn a lot with such attacks. March 13, 2015 #9 originally posted by Wizard 83 thanks for tips! Unfortunately, only one star ... I don't know what my finger was
thinking, but I was wrong anyway to waste a rage spell in an empty field, he was the 5th Level 6 magician that quickly killed my cavs and my ballons.. । I will certainly have to learn a lot with such attacks. It takes something to get used to, but you can't learn if you try! Anger placement will eventually be like second nature. Since you have 5
hounds going down one or two due to cc, because those puppies will not clean them too fast and ignore the balloons. Keep trying and tweet me or post here for more attack advice Feel free to. Don't be  toxic! Leader of the Elite Nation Alliance YouTube channel - Clash with Ash YouTube Thread on forums Visit my website! Go! March
14, 2015 #10 originally posted by Clashall that's why I said you're wrong when saying you can do any th9 3 stars with that attack. But prove me wrong please separate each base and require special preparation, the No 1 army structure that will take everyone down. Several factors come into play:- Ad status in relation to other security. Will
balloons reach them fairly quickly? Find their path as Ashline suggests. In all honesty, the army must be detected in every attack and planned prematurely. - Queen's place. Then, can he be taken down quickly? You can sub 1 lava hound for a golem. Take him out to use Golem for tanks and heroes, possibly an ad and CC soldiers. - Ad
level. lvl1 can not go in with lava hounds and hope to win. - Lava hound level. Then, look up. - Mantra. 4 rez or 1 lightning and 3 rez is very important. There is no place to heal in this structure because the balloons are too slow. If anything, you're obstructing yourself by treating lava hounds since unknowingly they need to break the pups,
they're DPS. Now, back to your interpretation of the video you posted and this guide: 1. The attackers took the wrong side to attack. The screen forces everyone to design bases on a diamond-shaped field and the defenders use it to their advantage to create symmetrical bases with forces to remove them from the corps leading outwards.
Try turning your head 45 degrees either side and look at the attack parallel to the wall. 2. I totally agree with the video that CC needs to lure out. I suggest taking the Queen out too. It all depends on the base design. In this premise, I would have brought 3 rage and 1 lightning chant and positioned my heroes on the Queen's side early on.
The first 2 attackers didn't do that. 3. The first attacker did not use the suggested army structure. The second attacker didn't take care of CC soldiers or queen or balloons deployed in a proper diffuse fashion. 4. I think this base was specifically designed to be anti-lava and anti-air. Obviously, the first 2 Raiders didn't have enough plans for
the 3 star had done it like the 3rd man. I would have attacked this premise on the north-east side parallel to the wall, possibly trailing a Golem instead of 5 lava hounds and heroes instead of taking care of the right queen. In my opinion, this strategy is better than the 2-3 Lava Hound and Lunnian Army compositions because it allows for
more room for error. This is a viable strategy up to a maximum TH9 basis, but not a guarantee of 100%. This one just gives you a high success rate. I think you used to describe just threads while trying to refute the choice of words used to work better than 2-4 lava hound compositions within the strategy. This is called marketing, where
people use extreme/absolute maximum adjectives to describe words. You don't buy a Porsche because the manufacturer says It's a final sports car, because there's no final sports car. Porsche Porsche Just last compared to other manufacturers in the same category and price range. The analogy I'm drawing is better than other strategies
for TH9, 5 Lava Hounds and 20 Loon, not necessarily the final strategy. Last edited by whytry2002; March 14, 2015 at 05:30 AM . Am.
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